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Midoriya is the main protagonist of the anime & manga series

My Hero Academia. He is a high school student  & is 16 years

old. He lives in a world where nearly everyone around him has

superpowers. But unlike other heroes around him, Midoriya

does not have any superpower and struggles to accept that

fact while admiring his all-time favorite superhero All Might. 

I N T R O D U C T I O N

QUARKGROVE VENTURES

BRAND GUIDELINES



DISRUPTION & AWAKENING

Step 1: Call to adventure

Step 2: Refusal of the call

Midoriya's call to adventure comes in a desperate attempt to

rescue his childhood friend Bakugo. While he does not succeed, the

world's strongest hero All Might comes to their rescue and is awed

by Midoriya's bravery even though he does not have any powers.

After that, All Might decides to pass on his powers to young

Midoriya & that's how his journey begins.

After All Might shares some of his powers with Midoriya, he enrolls in

a superhero high school where he can hone his skills and learn to use

his powers. His confidence is shattered when he observes other

heroes around him using their powers while he himself is unable to

use his. Even when he does, it breaks his bones so he's only able to

make one attack. After this, he rethinks his decision to become a

hero with All Might''s power (One for All)



Midoriya fully accepts that he is the successor of All Might after a

very terrifying between All Might & a villain All for One. At the end

of the fight, All MIght has exhausted the small amount of power that

was left in him as he has been passing down his powers to Midoriya.

All Might says the words You Are Next and points towards the

camera. Midoriya who is watching the fight on a screen realizes

that those words are meant for him and also realizes the extent of

responsibility that is on him with his goal. It also awakens his

determination to becomes the no.1 hero in all of Japan.

His all-time favorite superhero All Might becomes his Mentor and

trains him to use his powers in a battle. He also encourages Midoriya

whenever his confidence level is down.

Step 3: The Mentor

Step 4: The First Threshold

RESISTANCE & COMMITMENT



After his friend & classmate Bakugo is kidnapped by the

League of Villains, Midoriya and some of his classmates

secretly plan his rescue away from the other pro-heroes as

they have strictly asked the students to stay away from the

battle. Even though they know that they are not powerful

enough, their desperation still takes them to the battleground.

Midoriya is in class 1-A-1. At first, the whole class treats each

other as rivals, they also slowly start to consider each other as

allies. This happens after a gang of villains called League of the

Villains attacks their practice session in their school and they

have to fight back as a team.

Step 4: Allies & Enemies

Step 5: Belly of the Whale

As summer holidays commence, Midoriya & his classmates join

hero internships in different agencies to get experience from

the outside world. While doing so, they encounter a villain who

goes by the name Hero Killer Stein. Midoriya with 2 more of

Step 6: Road of Trials



his classmates have to fight him alone and they are also unable to

get any help. One of his friends Iida nearly dies and the gravity of

being a superhero hits Midoriya very hard. 

DEATH & REBIRTH

The supreme ordeal for Midoriya is what he faces during one of his

practical exams. Villains attack and he has to rescue a kid alone. He

fights with a villain double his size, strength & ability. Multiple of his

bones break and one of his childhood friends is also kidnapped at

the end of the battle. 

Midoriya's transformation comes after fighting with the villain

Muscular and then rescuing Bkaugo from the hands of the League

of Villains. He himself with all 2 of his classmates &  teachers rescue 

 other students from the villains and succeed in driving them away.

Step 7: The Supreme Ordeal

Step 8: The Transformation



RETURN THRESHOLD

After Bakugo's rescue, the final battle commences between All

Might & One for All. After the battle ends, Midoriya after his

recovery starts to train as a pro-hero in his final year of high

school.  

Step 9: Challenges to the return

Step 10: The Return

After sneaking out from the hospital with the help of two of his

classmates, Midoriya rescues his childhood friend successfully after

which All Might says the words You are next, Midoriya gains

confidence and new determination to succeed at his goal.


